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İslamî Bağlamları İçerisinde Tunus Mizveleleri
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ABSTRACT

The Islamic sundial, mizwala from the Arabic word zawâl (noon), is a plaque of marble or sandstone, often placed on a built structure and oriented
towards the sun. Despite our elementary knowledge about the history of this astronomical instrument, we are able today to know its main
characteristics and its evolution throughout the history in the Islamic World, and to understand the specificities of the corpus of each country,
such as Tunisia which was a propitious area for development in the sciences like astronomy and gnomonic which led us to talk about the “Tunisian
phase in Islamic Gnomonic”.
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ÖZ

İslamî güneş saati, Arapça zevâl (ay) kökeninden türetilmiş olan Mizvele, genellikle güneşe doğru yönlenmiş bir yapıya yerleştirilmiş mermer veya
kumtaşından yapılan plakalardır. Söz konusu astronomik aracın geçmişi konusunda başlangıç seviyesi olarak addedilebilecek düzeyde bilgimiz
bulunmasına karşın günümüzde güneş saatlerinin İslam tarihindeki gelişimi ve karakteristik yapılarını anlayabilecek durumdayız. Nitekim elimizde
bulunan bilgiler, astronomi ve nomonik vb. disiplinler açısından cömert bir ortam sağlayan Tunus gibi İslam dünyasındaki farklı ülkelerdeki
özelliklerini ortaya koyabilmemizi ve bu çalışmanın temel konusunu oluşturan “İslami nomoniğin Tunus aşaması” hakkında değerlendirme
yapabilmemizi sağlamaktadır.
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Introduction
The mizwala1 or the sundial was the main instrument for measuring time among Muslims and it was used throughout
the Islamic World from the VIIth to the last century. It is a plaque of marble or sandstone, often placed on a built structure
and oriented towards the sun. It contains symbols and codes that determine, with the shadow of a metallic gnomon or a
string following the rotational movement of the sun, the moments of prayer, the hours of the day and other astronomical and
religious moments. The fixing of the plaque is based on very precise rules in order to ensure the accuracy of determining
the moments of prayers.
For some years, we have carried out a research project about Islamic sundials and the history of astronomy. We began
with Tunisia and we have made many comparisons with the same material from other Islamic countries, despite the
elementary knowledge about it.
In addition to the collection and the inventory, we have tried to discuss some questions related to this instrument and its
religious and social functions, and the transmission of knowledge through the Islamic World, and with other civilizations.
In this paper we will present the state of research and the main studies that have been made until now about Islamic
sundials, and we will try to show what we know about this astronomical instrument through previous researches. The
second part will be devoted to the Tunisian mizwala-s and their specificities in comparison to other Islamic ones, which
led us to talk about the “Tunisian phase in Islamic Gnomonic”.

1. What do we have about the sundial in Islamic World until now?
Researches into the history of Islamic astronomy and sundials have recently started. In fact, the most part of gnomonical
heritage in Islamic countries is still unknown and we have just some scattered information about the important instruments
in general studies of civilization, architecture or history in spite of the importance and the richness of this heritage.
The only works of collection about Islamic sundials are the corpus of Ottoman ones which were made thirty years ago
(Çam, 1990), from Egypt, studied in an academic work (Khayr Allah, 1995), from Iran edited online (Bagheri, 2014),
from Tunisia, my own work (Jarray, 2015) and the Moroccan one published recently (Kharbûsh al-Ifrânî, 2019).
The Islamic sundial was also the subject of many studies and approaches, especially as a scientific instrument related
to the history of mathematics and the scientific means of its conception, and in relation to other problems such as the
direction of qibla (Jarray, Mercier, 2018), the geographic coordinates and its use in the repartition of water in many oasis
in the Golf Arabic region and North Africa.
However, another kind of historical material related to this instrument had been collected and inventoried such as the
astronomical and gnomonical treatises (Samsó, 1973 and Abdelajoued, Hedfi, 2018). The most important of them are
edited and annotated, such as the works of Thâbit b. Qurra, al-Bîrûnî, al-Fazârî...
Moreover, many exhibitions about the History of sciences in the Islamic World had been taken around the World and
their catalogs contain many famous instruments as the mizwala-s of Andalusia, of Tunisia, of Ibn al-Shâtir in Damascus
or of the mosque of Ibn Tûlûn in Cairo (IMA, 2006).
In addition to these studies, we have the archeological researches devoted especially to the instruments that have
been discovered in excavations. Their approaches are different from other studies and usually focus on the context of the
discovery and its contributions to the chronology of the archeological site.

1

.Mizwala  مزولــةcoming from the Arabic word zawâl (noon) is used for the Islamic sundial. In the several sources we can find other denominations
for this instrument in relation with its type like basîta بسيطة, rukhâma رخامــة, qâ’ima قائمـة, balâta …بالطــة
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Sundials have been used as examples in the studies dedicated to the circulation of sciences and the impact of Islamic
civilization in Europe and Asia, especially since the IXth century (Vernet, 1985). The mizwala-s of Andalusia were enough
known in this type of study in spite of the new and important discoveries throughout the Islamic World during the second
half of the twentieth century.
The last type and the rarest one is the cooperation between Exact and Human sciences for the reason that this instrument
is a scientific work made according to many mathematical and astronomical rules, but for many social and religious
functions2. In fact, the specialists make a distinction between two sections in this area: scientific astronomy and popular
astronomy3.
Today, thanks to this effort we are able to know the main characteristics of this instrument as a shared heritage between
civilizations and its ancient origins, its evolution from the medieval epoch to the XXth century, the significations of the
different curves and cryptograms of its assembly, the functioning mode, and the unities of time-keeping.
Concerning the origins of this instrument and across several disciplines, new researches have proved that the
mizwala was the successor of the ancient horologium solarium, particularly in relation to the assembly of the curves and
indications related to astronomical and celestial phenomena, time-keeping unities and operating mode. The adaptation
of this instrument to the new context and its new utility is manifested in the satisfaction of the ritual obligations of the
Muslim, such as the curves relating to daily prayers, the indication of the qibla and many other functions (Jarray, 2012).

Figure 1: Roman horologium (Museum of Tlemcen, Algeria) and the mizwala of Sâmarra, Irak (IIIth/IXth)

As well as the recovery of the cultural material and its re-use or its adoption-adaptation-improvement, there are also
the translations and the annotations of the main Persian astronomical treaties, such as the work of al-Fazârî, and the
Roman and Greek ones such as the Almagest of Ptolemy which was translated many times and was the major source for
the Muslim astronomers and geographers at the beginning of the medieval epoch.
Since the IXth century, the spread of sciences has taken new directions from the East to the West and followed
three principle paths: Andalusia, the Mediterranean, and the Seljoukid-Ottoman area. In this period we talk about the
Arabic phase of Astronomy according to the famous Algerian specialist in History of sciences Ahmed Djebbar.
In fact, an examination of the gnomonical material of this period shows the impacts of the Islamic sundial on the
European clock especially on the type of its assembly, the unities of time-keeping and the means of operating.
2
3

. In cooperation with our friend and colleague Eric Mercier from the Universityof Nantes, France, we have done much research on the Tunisian
sundials and we have succeeded in resolving some problems related to these astronomical instruments.
. As the works of David King about popular Astronomy.
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Figure 2: Sundial of the Great mosque of Konya, Turkey (XVth century) and the sundial of Cathédrale de Chartres, France (1584)

In the modern epoch, European gnomonic has known a real revolution and the sundial became an ordinary instrument
in every city and village, and astronomers had invented many new types of sundials such as the noon-dial that was
necessary for regulating the hand-clock, which became commonly used by people. In this period, Islamic astronomy had
been shrinking and we have waited for the second half of the XIXth century, when the model of European clock arrived
on the southern shore of the Mediterranean and Muslim astronomers started to follow their colleagues in Europe and
succeeded in constructing a sundial according to the new type, often without any religious indications named “secular
clocks” (Jarray, 2015b).
Thus, the last studies had succeeded in determining the system of time-keeping, its evolution during more than fourteen
centuries and the several unities that were used throughout the Islamic World at the same time (Jarray, 2015a).
Three systems were defined on the mizwala and evolved simultaneously with the operating mode from the East to
West of the Islamic World. The first one was inherited from the horologium and used the temporary hour as the principal
and only unit of time-keeping.
Since the end of the medieval epoch, the equal hour has taken the place of the temporary hour and other subdivisions
of 20 and 4 minutes were added to the principle unity. This system continued until the middle of the nineteenth century,
when a new system was adopted with three unities 5, 15 and 30 minutes.

Figure 3: Unities of time in the Islamic sundials
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As the new approach tried to understand the evolution of this instrument through the Islamic civilization, the
study of the characteristics and the comparison between many examples from many cities, a new typology was suggested
to take the place of the former one based on the morphological criteria and distinguish between the two types: the vertical
and horizontal sundial.
The new typology is based on characteristics of this instrument such as:
- Curves and lines drawings of the different astronomical and celestial phenomena,
- Indications of the geographical directions,
- Religious moments,
- Different unities of time measurement,
- Curves and lines drawings of precisions relative to some religious or astronomical moments like sunrise, sunset,
or the prayers of ‘asr or ‘isha’,
- The functioning of the sundial with a gnomon, a string or both of them at the same time.
Following the chronology of this instrument, this typology distinguishes between three main types. Every type is related
to a historical period and has its assembly, its system of time-keeping, and its means of operating. In the beginning, this
classification was presented just for the Tunisian sundials, but after that we discovered that it is valid on the corpus of
sundials of the Islamic Maghreb (Algeria, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia), and later we hope to try it on the gnomonic material
from other Islamic countries (Jarray, 2016).

2. The “Tunisian phase” of gnomonic in the Islamic World
In their studies in the history of science and its spread throughout the Mediterranean, the Algerian researcher Ahmed
Djebbar adopts the locution “Arab stage in astronomy”, thus recognizing the common nature of this scientific field and
the value of the Arab contribution as a “stage” of its development.
Ahmed Djebbar confirmed his idea by the translation movement of many major works throughout the Middle Age and
the spread of the model of Islamic astronomical instruments in the Mediterranean region with the same characteristics
(Djebbar, 2013).
In many cases, our investigation about Tunisian sundials and astronomical treaties let us make comparisons of this
heritage with similar ones from the rest of the Islamic world.
These approaches included both quantitative and qualitative aspects with a special focus on the scientific movement
and the importance of Islamic astronomy in the Mediterranean region. They also tried to present a classification of the
sundials of Maghreb countries, and the enhancement of differences and similarities between the heritage of different regions.
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Table 1: Corpus of Islamic sundials
Turkey

Egypt

Iran

Algeria4

Tunisia

Morocco

Number of
sundials

80

51

123

≈ 50

≈ 100

≈ 107

Year of survey

1990

1995

2014

2016

2018

2019

Author

Nusret
Çam

Jamâl ‘Abd-l-‘Âtî
Khayr
Allah

Mohamed
Bagheri

Ahmed
Grigahsan

Fathi Jarray

AbdelazizKharbûsh
al-Ifrânî

Thanks to its geographical position, its history, and its heritage, Tunisia was a propitious country for development in
the sciences like astronomy and gnomonic. Many time-keeping instruments are inventoried and tens of treaties of their
making and their functioning are still preserved in the National Library and Private Founds.
Since 2008 we have started to collect and study the corpus of those instruments and we have succeeded in saving
about 100 mizwala-s from all Tunisian cities. Most of them are still in their original places, mosques or other religious
monuments; sixteen instruments are preserved or exhibited in museums or archeological deposits, and three are completely
lost and have been studied through their photos or another types of documentation.
Chronologically, our corpus covers a long period from the XIth century to the XXth century: 4 instruments from the
medieval epoch (VIIth- XVIth century), 62 from the modern epoch (XVIth- middle of the XIXth century) and the rest from
the contemporary epoch (middle of XIXth – middle of the XXth century).
The majority of these instruments are constructed upon marble or stoneware quadrangular slabs or in some cases they
are semi-circular. Three techniques had been used to write the assembly of sundials and the commemorative graphic.
Sculpture in relief is used only twice and the incrustation with lead is used in seven sundials. The most common technique
is that of engraving.
Regarding the commemorative inscriptions of Tunisian sundials, they seem to be less rich than their counterparts in
other Islamic countries, especially in terms of the professional qualifications of the makers of those instruments. However,
those texts offer us much precious information about the profession of the gnomonist or the time-keeper according to the
titles used with his name like al-muwaqqit, al-sâ‘âtî, al-falakî, al-mîqâtî.
Today, thanks to two Tunisian sundials, we are able to know approximately how much time it takes to make this type
of instrument, which is about ten days, according to the dates that figure in their commemorative inscriptions (Jarray,
2015c, p. 110-113).
In many cases the commemorative inscription precise the region or the city or the monument for which the instrument
was made, using especially the locution «li-‘ardhi» (for the latitude of), or even with a numerical indication of the latitude
of the region.
The corpus of Tunisian sundials is one of the most important collections in the Islamic world as it includes not only a
great number of instruments, but also an importance of its historical contributions particularly to Islamic gnomonic, the
quality and the chronology of the gathered astronomical achievements.

4

. The result of this collection is not yet published; it was given by our Algerian friend, the Astrophysicist Ahmed Grigahsan, to whom we are
very grateful.
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Tunisian sundials have known a series of transformations and technical evolutions in relation to the notion of time
in order to have many functions. The characteristics of these instruments enable the establishment of an evolutionary
typology focusing on the morphology or the function.
The oldest Islamic sundial until now is in Sâmarrâ in Iraq which dates back to the IXth century. It represents a classical
assembly inherited from the antic epoch. This sundial has curves of religious duties and was made by ‘Alî b. ‘Îssà (Hammûdî,
1987-1988). Two other sundials were also found in Madînat al-Zahrâ and Cordoba in Andalusia: the first one dates back
to the Xth century and adopts a classical configuration characterized by the representation of daily prayers, and the second
one is the work of Ibn al-Saffâr and dates back to 390/1000 representing also a classical assembly.
Those works, especially the Andalusian ones, have been considered for a long time as founders of the Islamic Astronomy,
and they had been presented in the majority of these studies or catalogs of exhibitions as the most important examples from
the medieval epoch and the indices of the continuity between the East and the West. However, the discoveries of the last
years prove that other countries had contributed in this area, like Tunisia which had given until now four instruments from
this period. The most important one it dates back from the first half of the XIth century and was made by Abû-l-Hasan Ibn
Abî-l-Rijâl, one of the founders of Islamic astronomy and astrology and a famous minister of the Zirid Emir al-Mu‘izzb.
Bâdîs (406-453/1015-1061) (Jarray, 2015a).
This sundial belonging to the horizontal type with a classical assembly witnessing the continuity of the antic traditions
in the making of Islamic mizwala-s, shows its important contribution to the corpus of medieval sundials.

Figure 4: The sundial of Ibn Abî-Rijâl, Kairouan, Tunisia (Vth/XIth)

In the modern and the beginning of the contemporary epoch, Tunisian gnomonic has known an important development
and sundials have become richer and more precise. Compared with other sundials of the Islamic world, many particularities
have appeared in assemblies, unities of time measurement, technical characteristics, and some other religious and historical
matters. This is a period that named the “Tunisian phase in Islamic gnomonic”.
Since the XVIIth century, the number of instruments has increased and included more functions rather than simply
time-keeping and the determination of prayer times. The sundials of this period represent consequently many additions
and specificities like: inserting almost systematically the indication of the qibla, ensuring the exact introduction of the
plaque even in the case of their displacement, using detailed time measurement unities either in the outer band or in the
curves indicating the elapsed and the remaining time related to certain celestial and religious moments such as dawn,
sunset, sunrise and the disappearance of crepuscule. This Tunisian specificity is almost absent in the sundials of the rest
of the Muslim world until this research stage. In fact, the only Islamic one that contains this specificity is the sundial of
Mahmûd b. Hasan al-Nashûfî exhibited in the Islamic Art Museum in Cairo and was made in 1188/1774. (Savoie, 2014,
p. 110-111).
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Therefore, a graphic scale is always inserted in the plaque enabling the preservation of the exact length or height of
the metallic gnomon even in the case of alteration, which consequently reflects the accuracy of time measurement and
the determination of prayer moments.
The richness of Tunisian sundials in the modern epoch is manifested in their functioning mode, which consists of the
change from the use of only one central gnomon in combination with a shadow-bearing string to the use of many gnomons
with the distribution of the functions of each one, to finally hand over to only the string at the end of the XIXth century.

Figure 5: The sundial of Dâr al-Jazîri Museum, Sîdî Bousaïd, Tunisia (1163/1750)

Like many Islamic countries, Tunisia was dominated by the Ottoman Empire for almost three centuries (XVIIth-XIXth
century). Thus the official religious rite was Hanafism, which relatively spread in many regions of the regency with the
Malikite rite (initial rite in Tunisia). This ritual duality resulted in some of the sundials of the second half of the XIXth
century. Indeed, two curves of ta’hîb (preparation for the Friday prayer’) were inserted in sundials: one for Malikites and
the other one for Hanafites.
In addition to the several kinds of sundials from different historical periods, five specific instruments had been discovered
and studied. There are a noon-dials or meridian-dials that were known in Europe, but never existed in the Islamic World
until now. The noon-dial is an instrument which contains: the assembly of sundial, the line of the midday, the Gregorian
calendar, the zodiacal constellations and sometimes the agricultural seasons.
Those five instruments extended between 1700 and 1876. They proved the earlier opening of Tunisia on European
gnomonic and the assimilation of innovation in this area such as the adoption of the western calendar and the new model
of sundials. In fact, the graphic of one of them said: “This instrument/noon-dial had been made according the western
style”. (Jarray, Mercier, 2015).
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Figure 6: The Meridian of the Qasaba Square, Tunis, Tunisia (1293/1876)

Because of growth of the European impacts in the second half of the nineteenth century and in order to facilitate the use
of the complicated instruments, Tunisian gnomonists, such as Mohamed ben Mahmûd, always included some indications to
give details about the method of its mode of operating and explain the new cryptograms and the new time-keeping unities.
The other aspect of this kind of heritage in Tunisia concerns the astronomical treaties that seem very numerous, varied
and highly illustrated, especially in the modern period. Many astronomers are, in the same time, the authors of manuscripts
and the makers of sundials such as: Abû-l-Hasan Ibn Abî-Rijâl, Barakât ben Muhammad al-Husaynî, Muhammad ben Fâris
al-Jandûbî, ‘Uthmân al-Najjâr... The main subjects of these sources are related directly with our instruments and resolve
many problems like the method of their construction, their mode of operating, and the methods of the determination of
qibla…
At this stage of research, we have just used these treaties to understand the sundial and to establish the list of Tunisian
astronomers. They will be the subject of our future project after the accomplishment of the corpus of sundials.
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Figure 7: Manuscript (Risâla fî rasm al-bsâ’it wa-l-munharifât li-ma‘rifati awqât al-salawât bi-tarîqati al-handasa:
Ms, BNT, 12061)

‘Epistle for the design of the horizontal and declined sundials…’ Ms, BNT, 12061
***

Conclusion
The main objective of this paper was to present the corpus of Tunisian sundials and to show their importance in
comparison with their counterparts in the other Islamic countries. The matters concern the specificities of these instruments,
their historical and technical evolution, as well as the Tunisian ability in this field during nine centuries.
Despite their various specificities, Tunisian sundials present many similarities with Islamic and European ones, and
in general, this proves that Tunisia has always been open to ideas and sciences through its History, and that sundial has
always been an item of exchange and communication between civilizations.
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